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dimensional metrology

Thank you for your interest in SmartScope® Vantage. Optical Gaging Products (OGP®) is known for

bringing to market powerful measurement technologies that satisfy a broad range of measurement

needs, with systems that are reliable and easy-to-use. As manufacturing technologies have advanced,

parts are increasingly complex and have tighter tolerances. OGP produced the SmartScope Vantage

family of systems to measure today’s advanced parts.

SmartScope Vantages are highly accurate measurement systems that use a variety of sensor

technologies for metrology — the science of measurement. As this brochure explains, it is the

integration of precision optics, electronics, mechanics, signal processing and software that makes up

SmartScope Vantage — precision measurement machines that are easy enough to use in high volume

production.

Vantage has an extensive set of measurement tools that can be selected and operated individually. It is

the automatic operation of all of those selected tools in sequence to measure a part with no operator

intervention that brings out the real value of SmartScope Vantage. Simply fixture a part and start the

measurement. Vantage automatically performs tens or hundreds of individual measurements of that

part — while the system operator may be doing something else. Rich graphic displays and detailed

tabular data show which features are in or out of spec. Use the information to adjust the

manufacturing process. Vantage is a valuable contributor to improving the bottom line.

Dimensional metrology is the science of measurement as it applies to physical

dimensions. Every manufactured part has important dimensions — length,

diameter, radius of curvature, hole spacing, thickness, concentricity, and more.

The dimensions of individual parts affect the fit and performance of assemblies

they go into. That is why it is important to measure all the critical dimensions

on all components to the appropriate precision. This is where OGP comes in.

Dimensional metrology is our business. We design our measurement systems

with the necessary accuracy so you can make all your parts with confidence.

Whether the need is to measure thousands of one particular part, or thousands

of different parts, OGP measurement systems are up to the task. No matter

what kind of parts you manufacture.

Optical Gaging Products, Inc.
World Headquarters and Technology Center
850 Hudson Avenue
Rochester , NY 14621-4896
USA
www.ogpnet.com

OGP Messtechnik GmbH
Nassaustr. 11
65719 Hofheim-Wallau
GERMANY

Optical Gaging (S) Pte, Ltd
21 Tannery Road
347733
SINGAPORE

OGP Shanghai Co, Ltd
Unit 702/4/6, 358 Fute North Rd,Wai Gao Qiao Free Trade Zone
Shanghai 200131
CHINA
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why multi-sensor

Multi-sensor metrology takes advantage of the strengths and capabilities of two or more sensors to more fully characterize a part. Video excels at measuring

edges. Lasers and touch probes excel at measuring surfaces. Micro probes excel at measuring tiny and fragile features. The combination of contact and non-

contact sensors with macro and micro measurement ranges allows SmartScope Vantage to do more than any single-sensor machine can.

Get all the data with one part setup. In a single measurement routine. Using one fixture. Save time. Improve productivity. Give a boost to the bottom line. Do

more than is possible on any single-sensor machine. With SmartScope Vantage.

Micro-probing with Feather Probe™ — a miniature stylus that requires only a milligram of force — gives SmartScope

Vantage a capability not met by the other sensors. The tiny stylus allows access to extremely small features. The

feather-light probing force allows measurement of fragile and easily-deformed parts including liquids, gels, and solder paste.

Feather Probe

video Video measurement automatically detects features in a magnified image of a part. Precision optics relay a faithful

image of the part to a high resolution camera. Zoom optics magnify feature sizes to maximize data point density.

Metrology software uses sophisticated edge-sensing algorithms to accurately determine part edges. Accurate autofocus provides precise

measurement of changes in surface heights. High speed translation stages repeat this process across an entire workpiece, while precision

linear scales keep track of feature locations in three axes.

laser Through-the-lens and offset lasers provide fast, accurate non-contact measurement of surfaces. Safe, low-power diode

lasers focused to a point scan across a surface. A laser sensor determines changes in height from the reflected and

scattered light. Taking advantage of the systems’ large XYZ travel, lasers scan surface contours, adding accurate topographic surface analysis

to the overall measurement capability.

scanning probe Continuous contact (scanning) probes follow a surface between user-defined start and end points, providing high

density contours of the most complex features. Unlike single point probing where each contact point is programmed

into the part routine, scanning probes acquire points along the entire profile between the start and end points, automatically. Intelligent

algorithms“sense”each point in the profile, greatly speeding the process. The large measurement volume of Vantage 650-PH adds further

functionality with the optional PH10 motorized programmable articulating trigger probe for multiple orientation probing or scanning.

Rainbow Probe Using analysis of the optical spectrum, Rainbow Probe™ adds a unique non-contact micro-sensing capability to

SmartScope Vantage. Rainbow Probe excels at high resolution surface measurement of precision parts that cannot be

touched and may be difficult to image. Its miniature probe allows measurement of deep, narrow features.

Single point contact (touch) probes add tactile measurement capability. Sometimes important features are

inaccessible to optics and laser. Touch probes can reach into such features to provide data points that add to the total

characterization of the part. Star probes access recessed features along the edge of the part that cannot be measured with video unless the

part is re-oriented. Single point probing acquires points on a surface that can be fit to a geometric shape.

touch probe
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multi-sensor versatility

How does SmartScope Vantage multi-sensor metrology help you? The short answer — it allows you to

do more in less time for less money, with the highest accuracy.

Manufactured parts are becoming increasingly complex and subject to tighter tolerances. Many times,

dimensions are not easily measured on a single measurement machine. Before Vantage, the part had

to be set up and measured on one machine, then repeated on other machines to get additional

measurements of the same part. This was inefficient, expensive, and time-consuming.

Now consider a SmartScope Vantage multi-sensor system. Fixture the part once. Use video to measure

edges. Then use laser or touch probe for surface points or contours. Use a micro-probe for delicate

features. Repeat as necessary. Now look at the model and the data. OGP MeasureMind® 3D

MultiSensor metrology software deals with all the sensors and integrates the data into a single,

detailed output. Use the data to verify compliance with the CAD file, or to reverse engineer the part.

Consider the savings from SmartScope Vantage. Fixture the part once. See all the measurement data

in MeasureMind® 3D MultiSensor. Reduce training costs by learning one software package. Gain the

benefits of all the features of MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor by not forcing users to learn to operate

several different machines. Reduce total capital equipment budget. Improve quality levels with

Vantage accuracy and precision. Free up valuable floor space. Increase employee job satisfaction.

Eliminate subjectivity and increase throughput with software control of multiple sensors. Whether

measuring a critical prototype or maintaining important dimensions in full production,Vantage has the

versatility and accuracy for the most complex parts.

A wide range of part sizes can be measured. Whether the sample fits within the field of view or covers

the entire stage,Vantage can measure the smallest features, all while maintaining total dimensional

relationships. Single and compound rotary tables allow accurate measurement of features that are

related to one another, but at an angle to the primary sensor axis of measurement. Vantage systems

measure virtually any part of any color, even transparent parts. True multi-dimensional measurement is

the norm with SmartScope Vantage.

The true value of multi-sensor technology is how the sensors improve productivity. For example, use a

touch probe to establish a critical bore as a reference for precise laser measurements of angles of a

concentric-seating surface — while using video for edge and hole locations. Probe an orifice with

Feather Probe. Scan the perimeter of the entire housing. One setup — a range of measurements.

The Need

The Benefits

Applications

MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor
deals with all the sensors and
integrates the data into a single,
detailed output.
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common features

measurement volume

Every SmartScope Vantage model is designed for multi-sensing. Every model in the Vantage family,

from the benchtop 250 to the large volume 650, benefits from mechanical design optimized through

Finite Element Analysis to ensure high accuracy measurement from any and all sensors.

Every Vantage is powered by MeasureMind® 3D MultiSensor Metrology Software. Measurement and

analysis in three dimensions throughout the entire measurement volume with powerful tools you

simply point and click to use. A perfect balance between powerful capabilities and ease of use.

Automation is an important aspect of SmartScope Vantage. Servo-driven stages move parts and

sensors quickly and precisely from feature to feature. Industry-leading edge detection, advanced

Digital Signal Processing technology, optimized video algorithms, self-calibrating optics, automatic

probe changes, and fully editable measurement routines are productivity-enhancing features in every

SmartScope Vantage. Vantage has the automation and the precision needed for the most demanding

parts.

Vantage comes standard as a video measurement system with zoom TeleStar™ optics (quick-change

fixed optics are available for Vantage 250). Choose either a high-resolution color CCD camera, or a

progressive scan grayscale camera. An assortment of contact and non-contact sensors is available on

all models. Configure Vantage with the sensors needed for your particular requirements.

The parts you need to measure come in different sizes, so SmartScope Vantages do too.

Every model in the Vantage
family . . . benefits from
mechanical design optimized
through Finite Element Analysis
to ensure high accuracy
measurement from any and all
sensors.

X

Z

Y

250

450

600

650

X

300

450

450

610

Y

150

450

610

660

200

200

200

300

250

250

400

*

*

*

Z

Measurement Volume (mm)

*Indicates Z option. Larger Z travels available on request.

Vantage650

Vantage600

Vantage450

Vantage250

*Z option

*Z option

*Z option

models
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250
SmartScope Vantage 250 is the most compact member of the Vantage family, specifically designed

for smaller parts, or situations where space is at a premium. The rigid structural design provides

access from the front and sides, allowing parts larger than the measurement area to fit on the stage.

The heavy gauge, damped steel column ensures the integrity necessary for high accuracy metrology.

Although it has the smallest measurement volume in the family, SmartScope Vantage 250 is a full-

featured multi-sensor machine.

SmartScope Vantage 450 is designed for larger parts, or to accommodate fixtures of multiple parts

and/or rotary indexers. The extremely stable granite bridge design allows high speed stage

translation without vibration, maximizing throughput capabilities. The elevated bridge design

improves the orthogonality of XYZ travel, while limiting part motion to the Y axis. This design also

allows clear access to parts from three sides. SmartScope Vantage 600 offers the same performance

advantages with an extended Y axis range, increasing the measurement volume by 1/3 over the

Vantage 450. Use the extra travel to permanently mount an optional rotary stage that can be moved

into position when needed — or leave multiple fixtures in place, ready for duty as required.

450/600

650
SmartScope Vantage 650 offers the largest measurement volume of any standard metrology system

from OGP. Not only are the XY dimensions larger than the 450/600,Vantage 650 has up to twice the

Z-travel range — 400 mm — to accommodate large or awkward shaped parts or fixtures. Liquid-

cooled linear motors move the XY stage at an impressive 350 mm/sec. XY acceleration is rated at

0.15g, while Z axis speed is 200 mm/sec for highest throughput. The thermal and damping

characteristics of the Meehanite® bridge contribute to the volumetric accuracy of the 650, making it

ideal for the most critical measurements.
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TeleStar zoom

technical data

Accurate video measurement depends on faithful image magnification. Maximum versatility for numerous

measurement applications requires a wide range of magnifications. OGP designed a zoom lens system

specifically for SmartScope Vantage — TeleStar™ — that provides optimal imaging across its wide

magnification range. Its patented design provides a phenomenally clear high-contrast image with virtually

zero distortion.

Telecentricity is important for accurate metrology. Unlike other lenses that claim to be telecentric,TeleStar is

telecentric throughout its magnification range. This means the image size stays constant as the image is

moved in and out of focus, allowing SmartScope Vantage to measure difficult prismatic parts precisely. And

the zoom range is smooth and continuous — not a few large, discrete steps. Since measurement accuracy

depends on knowing the exact size of the field-of-view, the TeleStar zoom is also AccuCentric™ —

automatically self-calibrating at all magnification levels. Image quality is further enhanced with Vantage’s

collimated profile (episcopic) illumination that matches the aperture of the optics over the entire zoom

range for uniform intensity distribution.

•

•

•

•

Fully telecentric, color-corrected, diffraction limited

– Undistorted imaging

AccuCentric

– Self-calibrating at every magnification change

Aspheric elements

– Metrology-specific design

Very large working distance

– Easier measurement of complex parts

8

precision optics

benefits

TeleStar’s patented design
provides a phenomenally
clear high-contrast image
with virtually zero distortion.

Magnification
Range

0.8x - 8x

2x - 15x

4x - 30x

Zoom
Ratio

10 : 1

7.5 : 1

7.5 : 1

Working
Distance

68 mm

33 mm

33 mm

1

On-Screen
Magnification2

33.5x - 335x

84x - 628x

168x - 1256x

TeleStar continuous zoom,
telecentric

With 2x front lens

With 4x front lens

SmartScope Vantage Optical Specifications

Field
Size3

9.5 mm

4.7 mm

2.3 mm

1

2

3

One of the industry’s largest working distances
On-screen magnification depends of monitor size. Figures shown for a typical 17”monitor. Multiply by ~1.2 for 21”monitor.
Largest feature size that will fit within the field of view



0.8x
34x

4.5x
191x

6.8x
289x

8.0x
335x

15.0x
628x

1.3x
55x

2.0x
85x

3.0x
102x
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continuous zoom with up to 25 calibrated positions

illumination
Proper illumination improves image contrast for peak video measurement performance. SmartScope Vantage

incorporates the latest illumination technologies. Matched illuminators — surface (diascopic) and profile (episcopic)

— use computer-controlled motorized irises to optimize light intensity across the entire magnification range of the

TeleStar optics. Every Vantage includes a collimated substage backlight, coaxial through-the-lens surface light, and

the patented six-ring/eight-sector SmartRing™ LED illuminator (fiber optic ring light on Vantage 650-PH). Wide

spectrum white LEDs are standard on SmartRing; red, blue, and green LEDs are optional alternatives.

accessories
When accurate video measurements of small features are needed, it is easy to double or quadruple the effective

magnification of the TeleStar zoom optics. Simply screw on the optional 2x or 4x front lens. No competitive system

can offer this kind of optical configuration versatility. The table on page 8 shows the effect of the front lens options

on magnification range and field size.

(w/2x front lens)

SmartRing SmartRing
Horizon II

Imaged without SmartRing Imaged with SmartRing

optical magnification
on-screen magnification, with 17” monitor

0.8x
34x
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Automatic non-contact video measurement is a proven, powerful technology. OGP applied the best

and latest thinking from its 20-plus years of experience and installed base of thousands of systems

to make SmartScope Vantage the leading performer on the video measurement world stage.

The extensive list of features video measurement provides all operate automatically during a

measurement routine. For example, once FeatureFinder™ is used to measure a radius, that powerful

tool will measure that same radius on every subsequent part, automatically.

video tools

Automatic non-contact video measurement is fast and accurate, and OGP advancements in video

technology have helped make it that way. Keep that in mind as you review each of the productivity-

enhancing video tools described on this page and the next — these tools are standard on every

SmartScope Vantage.

10

FeatureFinder™ makes powerful edge finding algorithms easy to use. Taking advantage of the

icon-based point-and-click user interface, FeatureFinder automatically finds data points along

straight edges, arcs, and circumferences. Simply position the edge in the field-of-view and double-

click. In milliseconds, edge detection algorithms determine valid edge points, and eliminate

extraneous debris. FeatureFinder is an example of how OGP makes accurate metrology simple.

FeatureFinder

video

weak edge

Sometimes edges are faint or indistinct. MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor includes a trio of

tools that reliably and accurately find and measure extremely faint edges. Weak Edge tools make it

easy to find localized minimum and maximum points that may not be acquired by other systems.

Weak Edge
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To enhance versatility further, MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor contains the tool for easy characterization

of edge contours in an XY plane. Simply click on the start and end points of an edge, and the software does the rest.

Predictive algorithms speed the process. The points selected do not need to be within the same field of view — the

stage will automatically move as required. Great for parts with irregular contours such as gaskets.

Edge Trace

edge trace

centroid

The tool in MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor automatically measures the area and perimeter of an irregular

contour — or series of contours — based on user-defined threshold values. This function is excellent for such

applications as circuit leads, solder bumps, and connector pins. Set up racks of seemingly identical parts, and use this

tool to measure consistency of irregular features. Centroid is extremely useful for go/no go testing of parts with

numerous similar features.

Centroid

advanced autofocus

Each of the data points in this represents a point where

the system performed an analysis to determine the intensity

gradient. The peak of the curve is the location that yields the best

contrast — and the best focus.

focus graph

Since video measurement requires high quality imaging, accurate focus is mandatory. Parts are made of many

materials, have various surface finishes, are different colors, and have a myriad of other variables. That means a

robust video autofocus technique is necessary, and Vantage’s is the best in the metrology business. Vantage’s

tools optimize focus for any condition. Simply click the Autofocus tool in MeasureMind 3D

MultiSensor, then click the mouse on any feature in the field of view. Vantage will automatically perform an

optimized focus analysis using software-calculated parameters on-the-fly. The result is fast, precise autofocus,

every time.

Advanced Autofocus
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Contact probing

continuous contact probing

micro-probing technologies

is physically contacting the surface to measure it. All contact probes use styli of 20

to 200 mm in length, and can be used with probe tips of various diameters. Select a stylus length to

reach deeply recessed features, or choose a probe tip diameter smaller than the features you need to

resolve. SmartScope Vantage translates part and probe under program control to collect individual

surface points in a measurement routine.

New is an advancement in probing technology where points about a

surface boundary are collected as the probe scans across the surface. Taking advantage of Vantage’s

precise XYZ translation stages, the SP25M scanning probe can follow complicated surface contours.

Sometimes contact probes are too large or exert too much pressure on delicate or miniature parts.

This is where contribute to multi-sensor flexibility. Feather Probe™

uses miniature probes and needs only a milligram of force to acquire a data point.

Tactile probing acquires data points from surface boundaries and part features inaccessible to non-

contact sensors. As part of a multi-sensing metrology system, contact probing extends measurement

capabilities for more detailed analysis.

Single point probing

Auto Probe Path Generation

with a touch trigger probe accesses features that are difficult to image or

beyond the range of optics or laser. For example, a probe can measure the bottom of a deep blind

hole or the walls of a bore. Single point probing does not need to be difficult or time-consuming.

MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor makes it easy to program multiple points along or around a feature

using — a simple“teach”process. Simply use the joystick to drive the

probe to the part. That location is automatically entered into the measurement routine. Then enter

the number of points and the distance between them. Watch a simulation of the measurement

before any physical move — when the part program runs, the probe moves precisely to those points

to measure. And since MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor supports probe changes within a

measurement routine, it is easy to use the best stylus/probe tip for each specific feature.

touch trigger

tactile probing

12
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touch probe options

Change Racks keep the touch trigger and scanning probes

you use most readily available when needed in a

measurement routine. Available in 2-, 3-, 4-, and 6-position

configuration, depending upon the type of probe used.

continuous contact
Continuous contact probing with an SP25M scanning probe provides detailed dimensional information

about boundaries and perimeters of parts, automatically. Like Edge Trace for video, continuous contact

probing automatically acquires data points between user-defined start and end points — even when the

system has no prior knowledge of the path between those points. MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor includes

controls for scan velocity and data sample spacing, and automatically adjusts point density when the

probe is rounding curves. Since points are constantly acquired during a scan, getting those points into a

measurement routine is quick and easy. Extend surface profiling functionality with optional fitting

software packages. On select models, use the optional PH10 articulating head to scan any feature at the

appropriate angle.

Feather Probe
Precision parts are being made with features that are too small or too fragile for traditional tactile probes

or inaccessible by non-contact sensors. fills that void. The fine pitched probe can enter

narrow features. Similar in concept to touch trigger probing, Feather Probe technology acquires surface

data points with just milligrams of pressure on the part. As its name implies, the sensor can probe parts as

delicate as a feather without deformation, including the surfaces of liquids, adhesives, and solder paste. As

with other sensors, Feather Probe can be deployed at any time in a measurement routine.

Feather Probe

PH10
For the ultimate measurement flexibility when using touch trigger and scanning probes, consider the

The PH10 can pick up a probe from the change rack and present it to a

surface from virtually any direction. Since it is motorized, these positions are automatic under program

control. PH10 is available exclusively on SmartScope Vantage 650 with 400 mm of Z axis travel.

motorized PH10 probe head.



Surface Type

Capture Range

Dynamic Resolution

Standoff Distance

Triangulation Angle

Spot Size

DRS-300

Specular

300 µm

0.125 µm

17 mm

70°

7 - 12 µm

DRS-500

Specular

500 µm

0.125 µm

17 mm

70°

16 - 23 µm

DRS-2000

Diffuse

2000 µm

1.0 µm

31.5 mm

35°

32 - 48 µm

TTL

—

500 µm

0.5 µm

68 mm

22°

10 - 20 µm

Laser Technical Specifications

MeasureMind 3D

MultiSensor produces

topographic 3D maps

of laser-scanned

surfaces — making it

easy to visualize the

shape and surface

topography of a part,

and to easily identify

critical features.

Inc.

Laser measurement uses a focused laser spot, an imaging lens, a sensitive detector, and the system’s

precise XYZ stage motion to profile surface contours without contact. Vantage laser sensors have two

important functions for accurate measurement:

– accurate focus on a surface independent of video optics magnification.

– non-contact surface profiles with accurate contour dimensions.

Vantage is available with two types of lasers — Through-the-Lens (TTL), in which the laser beam is on

the same axis as the video optics; and offset-mounted Digital Range Sensor (DRS) lasers designed for

specular or diffuse surfaces.

Laser sensors focus a low power visible laser light on a surface. As the laser beam passes over the part,

changes in surface height vary the signal output of the sensor in direct proportion to changes in the

topography. Tight integration with XYZ translation stages allows the laser to stay within its capture

range as it tracks contour changes on a part. And with standoff distances among the largest in the

industry, irregularly shaped parts are easily scanned. Scan a series of parallel profiles to generate 3D

topographic maps.

Laser sensors extend multi-sensor functionality to tell more about measured parts.

� Focus

Scanning�

14

Laser sensors extend multi-
sensor functionality to tell
more about measured parts.

laser measurement
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On-axis Through-the-Lens Laser Scanning shares the same measurement axis as video,

which speeds throughput when using both laser and video measurement in a routine. Laser

light travels through the imaging optics to the surface being measured. The spot is imaged

by the system optics onto a separate detector. The steep illumination/imaging angle of on-

axis TTL laser scanning provides access to surface features that are recessed or located

adjacent to vertical surfaces.

Two types of allow measurement of almost

any surface that fits in the Vantage measurement volume. scatter the laser

light in many directions. DRS-2000 is designed to capture the central distribution of that

scattered light to determine surface heights. DRS-300 and DRS-500 are designed for

, where there is little stray scatter. On DRS-equipped

SmartScope Vantage 250, 450, 600, and 650, the laser deploys when needed and retracts

when not in use, under system control. OGP’s DRS technology has the dynamic

characteristics necessary for scanning the widest range of parts.

DRS (Digital Range Sensor) Laser Scanning

Diffuse surfaces

specular (polished) surfaces

TTL laser scanning

DRS laser scanning

DRS-2000
(Diffuse)

DRS-300/500
(Specular)

Rainbow Probe

Another micro-probing technology available for SmartScope Vantage is the Rainbow Probe™. Although not

laser-based, it is an electro-optical device that measures by analyzing changes in the optical spectrum as a

function of probe-to-part spacing. Light is emitted from and collected by a fiber probe. Its small probe size

allows it to access small features, while its on-axis measuring technique allows it to measure deep, recessed

features not measurable with a laser or video.



Great hardware is only part of a complete solution. Software that makes it easy to measure

the most complex parts is where it all comes together. MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor

metrology software integrates all measurements from every sensor to provide the

dimensions of every critical part feature. Rich graphics and detailed numeric results help

relate measurements to design drawings. Rotate the part model to see feature

relationships. Shaded solid models help visualize the results with tolerance variations in

different colors. Tell at a glance whether features are in or out of specification.

Use the icon toolbox to more thoroughly assess measured features. Simply save the part

routine and retrieve it when needed — call up a complex measurement sequence of an

intricate part with a few mouse clicks. Then, fixture the part and run the routine. And it is

easy to edit a MeasureMind 3D routine. If a tolerance changes or the design is changed,

simply edit those steps in the routine and run it again. MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor also

offers an optional XML import/export software utility that allows measurement routines to

be exported to XML text format for off-line editing using commercially available XML

editors. With the system’s tightly-integrated Datum Fit™ technology, you can“jiggle fit”

datums to streamline fitting of an entire set of measurement data.

General �

�

�

Calibration utilities

Multisensor support

Autorun Plus

– optics, stage, autofocus, touch probe, laser, rotary

– change sensors at any point in measurement
routine, built-in support for new probing technologies

– enables users to specify, in a text file, routine names
and coordinate system definitions, that MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor
automatically detects, loads, and runs; supports I++

Video �

�

�

�

Image processing tools

Autofocus tools

Computer generated targets

Image operations

– FeatureFinder, edge trace, weak edge,
strong edge, centroid

– edge focus, surface focus, advanced autofocus,
SoftSectioner (optional)

– crosshair, box, circle, focus, grid,
protractor, multiple combinations

– save image, print image, positive/negative masks,
transparent/solid overlays

Laser � Profiling – Non-contact surface profiling, linear or area profiling, single
point focus

Touch Probe �

�

For single point probing

For continuous contact probing

– probe path generation, calibrate touch
probe to optics, calibrate auxiliary probe tips, manual or automatic safe
probe path generation

– set start and end points for linear,
circular, or contour scanning

Rotary Indexers � Rotary Axes – Support for single and compound rotary indexers,
maintain spatial relationships in up to 5 axes

MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor Features

Inc.

measurement integration

16

3D metrology software
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probe control
MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor provides complete control of touch and scanning probes for accessing

features that are beyond the range of video or laser. The Probe Path generator saves time. Select as few as

three points on a part radius or diameter. Probe Path generator will automatically create a path to

measure the number of points per radius with the selected spacing. When run, part programs select

probes from a change rack, probe a set of equally spaced points, return the probe and pick up another —

for totally unattended operation. Use the optional SP25M to scan between user-defined start and end

points — MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor follows the profile automatically — no matter how complex.

part rotation
Program control of single and compound rotary indexers brings fourth- and fifth-axis capabilities to

SmartScope Vantage. Closed-loop operation of OGP MicroTheta™ rotary provides 2 arc-second position

resolution for accurate part positioning, in order to present features for measurement by any sensor.

MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor controls the rotaries and sensors, and maintains every data point location

in 3D space.

laser
The precision of DRS and TTL laser options for single point, linear, and area scanning is easy to set up and

display with MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor. Choose the scan area, sampling resolution, and scan speed.

Generate surface profiles with the accuracy of precision laser focus from every point. Display the

topographic profile to analyze spatial relationships.

MeasureMind 3D Multisensor has extensive video image processing tools to measure any specific feature

or detail that can be imaged. Use FeatureFinder to automatically find and measure features such as arcs,

lines, or circles. Edge contours are easily measured with Edge Trace. Use the Advanced Autofocus tool for

optimal focus using software-calculated parameters on-the-fly. Weak and Strong Edge tools reliably and

accurately identify and measure edges. Use optional SoftSectioner for non-destructive optical sectioning

for fast topographic maps and profiles.

video tools



productivity enhancing software solutions
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There can be no doubt about it — MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor, standard on SmartScope Vantage, is an

extremely powerful and versatile measurement solution for most applications. However, there may be

times when more is needed. That is why OGP also offers a wide array of complementary software, to

perform tasks as diverse as 2D fitting and GD&T analysis, 3D fitting, custom reports, shop-floor interface,

CAD translation, and SPC analysis. All these options mesh perfectly with MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor,

and work in concert with it to enhance the inspection effort, as well as your company’s productivity.

optional software
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MeasureFit®, OGP’s versatile, 32-bit 2D fitting software solution automatically accepts measurement

data from MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor software, analyzes all part features simultaneously, and

automatically performs a fit with an existing model. Each fit method provides rotation and translation

values to help with tooling modifications. Trouble spots, trends, and potential assembly problems are

instantly revealed. GDT results, statistical summaries, and color coded graphic results of individual

data points are immediately displayed. Perfect for reverse engineering, MeasureFit also reduces

tooling costs with its SoftGages® feature.

2D fitting and GD&T analysis

IQ-FormFit™ 3D is a robust 3D best-fit analysis package for comparing measurement data with CAD

models in three dimensions. Windows-based IQ-FormFit 3D provides fast part alignment and form

error evaluation, and boasts a powerful graphics engine for viewing CAD model, data, and inspection

results. IQ-FormFit 3D accepts IGES CAD data from all major CAD systems — including Pro/Engineer®,

CATIA, AutoCAD®, I-DEAS, Unigraphics, and Solid Works® — and also supports detailed, customizable

deviation reports for exporting, printing, and insertion into documents.

3D fitting

SoftSectioner™ adds a non-destructive video sectioning capability to SmartScope Vantage.

SoftSectioner uses a proprietary focus algorithm to rapidly profile all the points in a user-defined area

simultaneously. Generate topographic maps in seconds. Use the mouse to select individual “slices”of

the data area.

SoftSectioner



Use SmartReport® Plus to collect, analyze, and report measurement data automatically as it is

generated. Configure data for print and export to spreadsheets and databases. Since printed reports

reflect the image of your organization, you can improve that image with attractive default templates

for the most common reporting requirements such as First Article Inspection and Statistical Summary.

Create custom reports that meet specific requirements — or the requirements of your customers.

custom reports
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MeasureMenu™ is the user interface for measurement machines used on the shop floor. Designed

for production users, it distills operation of MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor routines to a few mouse

clicks. Associate measurement routines with photos or part drawings — then simply match the part

with the photo to run the correct routine. Link multiple routines to run sequentially. Output results

in HTML format. MeasureMenu simplifies use of custom multiple part fixtures, and also features bar

code integration. MeasureMenu can streamline your production process, help cross-train your

operators, minimize training time and effort, and save time and money.

shop-floor interface

SmartCAD® helps create automatic measurement routines by importing CAD data files and

translating them into a format compatible with MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor. SmartCAD imports all

common CAD formats, including DXF, HPGL, Gerber, IGES, and Excellon. A graphical display of the

CAD file allows point and click selection — features may be selected for measurement individually,

globally, or by marquee selection. And since CAD files do not contain all the information needed to

create a routine, SmartCAD can associate measurement-specific data such as magnification, lighting,

tolerances, and image processing tools with specific features.

CAD translation

MeasureMind 3D MultiSensor data can be output to an optional SPC software package. Use charts

and reports to constantly monitor your inspection process to keep it in control. Work with inclusive

data, or specify subsets using filters. Clear graphics and information-packed screens help you make

immediate decisions. A wide variety of functions are offered, including Control Charts, Process

Charts, Built-In Gage R&R, as are reports such as First Article, Raw Data, Statistical Summary, and Non-

Conformance.

SPC analysis



For More Information, Please Contact:

SmartScope Vantage from OGP is a high-accuracy video measurement system with multi-sensor capabilities to handle the widest

range of applications. Many of the innovations inherent in Vantage result from newly-developed, patented technologies.

There is a lot more to your investment than hardware and software. We know“precisely”what it takes to keep your OGP metrology

system running smoothly. Whether it is preventive maintenance, emergency service, help with installation, or help with software

support, we will make sure your system is always ready for your important jobs. OGP has a reputation for great service and support.

Put us to the test — we are driven to meeting and maintaining the highest standards of quality.

No matter how you receive service — whether in person, over the phone, or over the Internet — your satisfaction is our most

important product. Each and every service and support engineer receives thorough, ongoing training to maintain the high level of

quality you expect and deserve. That’s our commitment to you.

Trust your multi-sensor metrology decision to OGP. No other vendor offers a wider range of products, technology, experience, and

commitment to your success. At OGP, we provide precision for people — people like you.
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Safety Considerations

Laser options for SmartScope Vantage
are classified as Class II laser devices by
the Center for Devices and Radiological
Health (CDRH) and IEC 825 (1983). Do
not stare directly into the laser source.

CAUTION
LASER RADIATION

DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM

1.0 mW max power
670 nm wavelength

CLASS II LASER PRODUCT


